15 - 19 JUNE 2018 - 110km
3 Days, 110km, one ancient mountain wilderness

One ancient mountain wilderness

A 110km, three day journey through the ancient arid mountainous
landscape of the Richtersveld National Park, South Africa - a World
Heritage site, and one of only 25 biodiversity hotspots in the World.
From Helskloof pass to the infamous giant boulders of Tatasberg,
this journey of discovery takes us along the Orange River, down
‘Halfmens’ ridge and through the mighty crystal fields, back to finish at
Sendelingsdrif.
“I come back a changed person, all the trivialities of every day life have
taken on a new meaning, I leave the Richtersveld a richer person for
the experience, a richer person for the friends I made and the people
I met. Thank you everyone for an epic, life-changing and humbling
experience.”
- Tracy Zunckel (Richtersveld 2014)
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Highlights

RICHTERSVELD NATIONAL PARK,
SOUTH AFRICA

Where is the

Richtersveld?

In the far north western corner of South Africa, butting up against Namibia, lies a
mountainous desert area unlike any other in the world. The Richtersveld has many
accolades but these are all largely academic until you stand humbled by the vast &
dramatic mountain beauty that surrounds you on all fronts, overwhelming the senses with
so much that we understand so little of. This is a geological and natural landscape that is
quite simply unparalleled on Earth. The area of the Richtersveld that this run traverses is
managed by the South African National Parks and is called the Richtersveld National Park.
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Day 1:

DISTANCE 35KM
VERTICAL GAIN 759M

Helskloof pass to Hakkiesdoring
We kick off from the Richtersveld National Parks ‘Helskloof Gate’, heading
in an easterly direction towards the massive mountain barrier called the
‘Numeesberge’. Soon we begin the 6km climb up a mountain pass apply
called ‘Helskloof’ (Hell’s Valley). From the top at 6km, we get our first
stellar views of the Richtersveld wilderness area. The route undulates
along the Numeesberg ridgeline for 2km before dropping onto the upper
tributary of the Abiekwarivier at 10.6km. Here we follow a network of
dry river courses to 20km before taking a short climb out of the lower
Abiekwarivier to reach the western edge of the Tswayisberg plains. The
last few kilometers takes us down into Hakkiesdoring camp on the edges
of the Gannakouriep river valley.

Click to view
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Day 2:

Hakkiesdoring to De Hoop

DISTANCE 35KM
VERTICAL GAIN 889M

To start off, you will belt down into the Ganukouriep river bed, before
turning up eastwards towards the central plateau. After exploring some
pretty neat little granite gullies (a sign of things to come later in the
day), the route tops out on the edge of the open expanse that is the
‘Springbokvlakte’ (Springbok flats) at 5km. Running these plains is an
experience in itself! In front of you - some 8km distant - lies the granite
boulder towers of the fractured Tatasberg range that mark the end of
the plains and the opening of a very different chapter. At 13.8km you
enter into the realm of giant granite sheets and clamber up through
house-sized boulders to one of the smaller of the Tatasberg summits.
From the top at 14.6km, we descend into ‘Tatasrivier’ and to your aid
station at 18km. We then follow this dry river valley to it’s junction with
the mighty Orange River (24.5km), turn downstream and follow along the
banks of this lush green river valley to our camp at De Hoop.

Click to view
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Day 3:

De Hoop to Sendelingsdrif

DISTANCE 38KM
VERTICAL GAIN 941M

From camp we immediately leave the sanctity of the lush Orange
River valley and begin the 17km climb (only 500m of vertical height
gain) up the ‘Kookrivier’ valley. The early part of the valley is narrow
and bordered with high cliffs, with many natural springs bubbling
to the surface. 5km in, though, the valley begins to widen and soon
the vast upper gravel plains open up around you. At 17.4km you
reach the ACP at the top of ‘Akkedis’ (Lizard) pass. After a quick
snack and top up, it’s a downhill darby for 4km to the base of a short
sharp climb at 21.6km. From the top of the climb we traverse to the
rocky but spectacular ‘Halfmens’ (half-person) Ridge at 26km, so
named after the relative forest of truly unique, endemic and otherworldly Pachypodium Namaquanum, or ‘Halfmens’ trees - some of
them many thousands of years old. A rocky and loose descent gets
you into the Crystal Fields at 28.3km. The final 10km to the finish is
over undulating terrain through the unbelievable Crystal Fields - a
kaleidoscope of geological splendour.

Click
Click to
to view
view
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1 km

How to get there

A luxury bus transfer from Cape Town to the
Richtersveld National Park is included in the entry.
Transfer information will be sent to participants
Closest International Airport:
Cape Town International - 9hrs drive from the
start/finish
Airstrip for small aircraft at Sendelingsdrif, the
start/finish location
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Important information
you need to know

Fully catered – all meals from dinner on arrival until
breakfast on the day you depart
This is a solo run.
Individual tented accommodation is provided throughout
the event, including mattress. You will need to bring your
own sleeping bag and pillow, which will be transported
daily with your kit bag to each new camp.
A GPS is required and will be used in conjunction with a
map to navigate your way each day. GPS routes will be sent
to participants before the event.

One aide station check-point (ACP) per day will offer a
variety of refreshments and is where you will be able to top
up with water. Runners must check in with event staff.

A bus transfer from Cape Town to The Richtersveld National
Park and return is included in the entry.
Bring cash for the bar.

Temperatures range from 10-25ºC, but extreme days can
be as low as 5ºC and over 30ºC. Although this is a desert,
the event is held in mid-winter and rain is common, so you
will need to bring appropriate clothing for rain and chilly
evenings, as well as sunscreen and a hat during the day.
Bring your own personal medication. Medical support will
be provided in camp and on course.

A medical form, signed by a doctor, must be submitted. The
form will be sent to participants by email.

You need medical evacuation insurance.
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The entry fee

includes & excludes
This is a fully supported running experience in a remote
wilderness area which includes four nights fully-catered,
individual tented accommodation, luxury bus transport
from Cape Town to the reception venue and return,
exquisite camp cuisine and a fully-stocked, remote camp
setup. This also includes all entrance and permit fees,
transport of personal items during the event and logistical
& medical support throughout.
Only massage sessions and personal drinks are for each
individuals account.
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The entry fee
R16,850

This amount is payable once-off or on a pre-determined payment plan.
If you choose the payment plans the first installment can be paid via credit card or
electronic fund transfer but the second and third installments can only be paid via
electronic fund transfer directly to Wildrunner.
To enter please follow the entry link on www.wildrun.com

DUE DATE
ZAR
AMOUNT*
USD
AMOUNT^
EUR
AMOUNT^
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FIRST

SECOND

THIRD

FINAL

INSTALLMENT

INSTALLMENT

INSTALLMENT

INSTALLMENT

28 Feb 2018

31 Mar 2018

30 Apr 2018

30 Apr 2018

ZAR 4,000

ZAR 4,000

ZAR 4,000

ZAR 16,850

24 hours after
entering
ZAR 4,850

TOTAL

USD 360

USD 297

USD 297

USD 297

USD 1252

EUR 305

EUR 251

EUR 251

EUR 251

EUR 1059

* Your entry fee includes a 15%
non-refundable deposit of the full
entry fee.
^ ZAR amount is fixed. USD and
EUR amounts are only indicative
figures as they are subject to the
exchange rate on day of payment

Travel

packages
Together with our bespoke travel partners, Active Africa,
we can build a travel package pre, post and during the
event for you and/or your family. So why not tag on an
extension to your Wildrun® Africa experience and explore
more of this extraordinary continent. For more info get in
touch with us.

Check off the icons with
visits to Table Mountain,
Robben Island, the Cape
of Good Hope and the
spectacular winelands.
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Make

contact

Meet Tamaryn
Tamaryn is your host and manages all of the background details that
pertain to you before, during and after the event. Tamaryn has been Owen’s
partner in all things Wildrun since inception and knows them back-to-front.
If you have any worries or questions, she is available to chat to anytime.
You can reach Tamaryn at:
tamaryn@wildrunner.co.za or +27 21 789 0318.
Otherwise try her mobile phone: +27 72 373 5081.
Follow us on social media for more!
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RICHTERSVELD - 110km, 15 - 19 June 2018
3 days, 110km,, one ancient mountain wilderness

